CASH® Special range

Ergonomic pistol shaped cartridge powered humane stunning tool suitable for use on all animals

CASH® Special standard .22

CASH® Special medium .25

CASH® Special Long .25

CASH® Special HD .22

CASH® Special XL .25

CASH® Special Concussion

Why the CASH® Special range!

- Proven ergonomic design
- Automatic bolt return
- Fast loading action
- Robust construction
- Reliable performance
- Available in .22” and .25” calibres
- Can be used with a wide range of cartridges for different animal sizes
- Low maintenance costs
- Proof tested in accordance with C.I.P.
- Compliant with European regulation EC 1099/2009
- Supplied with cleaning tools and maintenance instructions

New barrel
- Allows bolt to accelerate
- Protects the head of the bolt
- Allows the stunner to be positioned on animals head
Every Frontmatec Accles & Shelvoke stunning tool is provided with a range of support

- Cleaning and maintenance tools
- Readily available spare parts service
- Regulatory requirement compliant user instructions
- Full maintenance instructions
- Downloadable online information such as manuals, cartridge selection guides, training videos etc.
- On-site and in-house maintenance support (dependent upon your supplier)